
My name is Tim Sahd, and I represent Frank Sahd Salvage Center Inc. and Railway Management, 1045 

Lancaster Ave.  

Obviously, I’m here to object to our inclusion – at 360 S. Fourth St. -- on the official borough map. It’s private 

property owned by Railway Management and it’s our choice to use it within the permitted use of that 

property. And back in 2001 we argued against the addition of Columbia and Reading Railroad on the map. 

Nothing has changed. We still object to that. 

But more importantly, we object to the map in its entirety.  

The Planning Commission clearly has the best interests of this town at heart, but the borough takes no risks 

by passing this plan. It can and has thrown dozens of properties on this official map, and announces to the 

world that those properties are potential future targets of eminent domain. The borough is not responsible 

for detailing how it would pay for those potential future additions – it’s not releasing a plan to increase taxes 

or raise additional revenue. So the borough has no skin in this game.  

But the residents and businesses on this map have all of the skin in this game. They are the ones who will 

see decreased property values and have trouble selling those properties, not to mention the potential loss 

of their property to the borough. 

This is not a fair plan if only one leg of the borough – the government structure – supports this plan.  

Furthermore, the borough can accomplish their goals without an official borough map. They can do this 

through the permit process. For example, we were recently told that the Columbia and Reading Railroad is 

listed on this map, but only for the purpose of protecting the tree canopy. Well, the borough could do that 

by denying any permit to cut down or trim trees on the property. 

Just 11 municipalities in this county – out of 60, less than 20% – have adopted an official map. It is a tool that 

planners like, but clearly a controversial one that many municipalities believe will hurt taxpaying businesses 

and residents and threaten their tax base. 

Indeed, back in 2001 when the borough was attempting to add property owned by Anvil and Mussers Supply 

into the map, West Hempfield Twp. – both the board of supervisors AND the planning commis. -- 

recommended Columbia not add those properties, mostly because the borough did not get support from 

those businesses to add themselves to it. I have a copy of that letter here. West Hempfield had it right. If a 

businesses or resident owner doesn’t support its addition to the map, then it shouldn’t be forced onto it. 

The cost to that landowner is just too great. 

Frank Sahd Salvage Center Inc. and Railway Management does not want to stand in the way of Columbia’s 

future, but we believe – through experience – that an Official Borough Map that includes property not 

approved by the landowners actually harms this borough’s future.  

In closing, Railway Management and Frank Sahd Salvage Center Inc. object to this map – and wish not to be 

included on it -- for all of the above reasons. If there is to be an Official Borough Map, though, we believe 

only properties who wish to participate on it should be included. Thank you for your time and consideration. 


